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A World View

NOW and Them

Flames stopJMU

LU graduate Donna Faircloth prepares
to travel to Brazil. See story on page 4.

A contrast between the pro-life and
pro-choice rallies. See page 2.

Liberty defense holds up 20th-ranked
JMU. See story on page 7.
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Students participate in pro-life rally
By LAURA GREGG
and DANIEL DOMBAK
Approximately 150 LU students
and Lynchburg residents attended a
prayer meeting and pro-life rally in
Charlottesville on Sept. 27.
The Lynchburg group joined several hundred other pro-lifers at the
First Baptist Church of Charlottesville
for an opening service of prayer and
praise. After the worship service the
participants walked one-half mile to
the east end of the University of Virginia mall for a rally.
The purpose of the rally was to
mourn the deaths of the 25 million
babies aborted since 1973, affirm the
value of human life and offer support
to anyone in a crisis pregnancy situation.
At the west end of the mall the National Organization of Women was
also holding a rally to launch its Freedom Caravan for Women's Lives.
The purpose of the Caravan, according to press releases, is "to counter the
disinformation campaign of the antiabortionists with the truth about abortion." Police estimated there were
about 700 people at the NOW rally.
Dr. Charles Poe, assistant professor ofpsychology at LU, coordinated
the Liberty group. "I think it was

beneficial for a lot of people who
went," Poe said. "For quite a few, it
was Uieirfirstexperience widi something like this."
"It was my first opportunity to
express my views about abortion,"
LU freshman Adrian Smith said.
"The rally really opened my eyes
because I never really considered die
babies," LU freshman Chris Holloway
said after attending his first pro-life
rally. "I especially liked die fadier
that spoke. You never hear about die
dads."
The pro-lifers were addressed by
Tom Beaudette, arepresentative from
Dad's for Life. Beaudette spoke of
father's rights and responsibilities
relating to abortion. His own child
was killed by an abortion despite legal
action he took to stop it
Fredrica Mathews, a representative
from Feminists for Life, also addressed die rally crowd of 300. Feminists for Life is a group expelled from
NOW for its pro-life stand.
Problems with die sound system
detracted from die effectiveness of
the messages, Poe said. "However,
the speakers had some good comments," he added.
Poe commended Pam Vanderlinde's speech. "She made several
good points," he said. He cited her

commentabouttfieNOW rally: "They
get a good response because of die
type of rhetoric diey use." Poe agreed
widi Vanderlinde that "die abortion
campaign is persisting because die
opposition is clever and because die
victims are hidden."
Pro-lifers knelt and prayed for die
unborn victims at die end of die rally.
In a closing ceremony they placed
baby dolls on a platform beneatii a
funereal wreath.
Several otiier pro-life groups were
represented at die rally but did not
address die crowd. Don Varela, SE
Virginia director for Operation Rescue, talked widi small groups about
his involvement Varelarecendy spent
30 days in jail for his involvement in
closing an abortion clinic.
"You have to do more than stand
between die mother and die abortion
clinic," Varela said. "You have to be
willing to do whatever it takes to help
her carry die chUd through the pregnancy."
Earlier in die day pro-lifers participated in Operation Rescue and succeeded in closing down an abortion
clinic in Charlottesville. There were
no arrests.
David Lytie, a Lynchburg resident
and an active participant in Operation
Rescue, said, "We have been accused

of only worrying about die babies.
That's not true. We told die doctor
tiiat we were not diere to stop legitimate medical services."
Lytie said Operation Rescue has a
diree-pronged ministry. First, it provides alternatives to abortion. "People
in die pro-life movement have gone to
great extremes to help die mothers,
opening their homes and providing
care," he said.
Second, OR wants to educate die
public to die horrors of abortion and
support legislation that would save
lives. Third, activists participate in
civil disobedience to close down abortion mills. "We have documented die
saving of over 400 babies in the last
year," Lytie said.
While die Stand for Life crowd
wasn't as excited as die NOW group,
most organizers said they felt it was a
success. "The difference is that most
of die people in die pro-life movement are strictly volunteers. We're
notfinancedby m il 1 ions of dollars but
by small gifts from places like Thomas Road," Lytie said.
TRBC provided dietiireebuses used
to transport die Lynchburg group.
Volunteer bus leaders included Don
Sale, career center coordinator, Bob
Chasnov, physics professor; and Don Activists express their opinions during an NOW rally in Charlottesville at the University of Virginia Sept. 27.
phoiobyjohnHou
Shuler, wrestling coach.

World Impact
sets $15,000
pledge goal

Liberty professor attends
first education summit

By MICHELLE COOK

extended an invitation."
Bush addressed his opening remarks to the educators
and governors after arriving at 3 p.m. by helicopter.
President and Mrs. Bush, die governors from all 50 Cazazos and die co-chairmen also made short presentations before die governors broke up in groups.
states and Secretary of Education Lauro Cazazos attended the education summit Sept 27-28 in Charlot"We heard about the agenda," Bailey said. "The focus
tesville.
on education was definitely tiiere. The President really
The summit, which opened at Old Cabell Hall on die wanted to stress accountability."
University of Virginia campus, was only die third domesIn die information distributed to those invited, Bush
tic summit called in United States history. The last one was was quoted as saying, "Education is our most enduring
called by Franklin Delano Roosevelt to deal widi die Great legacy, vital to everything we are and can become."
Depression.
Bailey, who has taught at LU for seven years, said, "I
Also in attendance were approximately 300 educators thought it was appropriate mat diey invited educators."
invited by die UVAeducationdeparunent. Theresa Bailey,
The impact of the conference will be widespread, acan elementary education professor from Liberty, was
cording to Bailey. "It's going to impact students, eduamong the select few toreceivean invitation. "It was quite cators and parents.... As Christians, we need to be aware
a thrill," she commented. "We were very fortunate to be of diese kind of proposals."
By LAURA GREGG

Champion Reporter

The administration and the missions department are pioneering a
new concept in money-raising efforts
for world evangelization.
This program includes faith promise pledges to be donated throughout
the semester in conjunction with offerings taken during World Impact
Week. These pledges will replace the
numerous missions-oriented offerings
taken throughout the year.
The World Impact Conference goal
was $13,000. Ten thousand of that
amount will fund the building of a
new church in India, and $5,000 will
be used to underwrite Donna
Faircloth's language school tuition
and transportation to the First Baptist
Church of Niteroi in Brazil.
Vemon Brewer, Light Ministries
director, believes that pledges allow
students who arefinanciallyunable to
give at a particular time a chance to
give over a period of time, trusting
God to provide the promised amount.
Suchaction will cultivate the student's
growth in spiritual faith and character, Brewer said.
Faircloth, a former LIGHT staff
member and future missionary to
Brazil, said of the pledges, "Faith
promises follow the scriptural principle in which God tells us to give."
Students making faith promises will
have until the end of the semester to
meet them. Pledge money will be
used to cover missionary needs and
special missions projects that arise
during die year.
Students are open and responsive
to the faith promise pledges, although
there is some concern about die actual
giving of the pledge donation on the
part of die students.
The World Impact Conference is
held annually at Liberty University.
The conference features guest missionaries and mission agencies. The
main thrust is to educate students about
existing needs for world evangelism.
This years speakers included Bill
Commons, former Hong Kong missionary and Josef Tson, president of
die Romanian Missionary Society.

Editor

'89 Selah yearbook places
By LAURA GREGG
Editor

Kim Boyce entertains an enthusiastic Liberty crowd in the Multipurpose Center along with the DaDaDa Band.
photo by John HOU

Miss Liberty contestants
named for annual pageant
By DAWN E.WALKER
Champion Reporter

Miss Liberty contestants have been
narrowed to die 24 who will participate in die pageant for die crown this
year.
The 12th annual pageant will take
place Oct. 20 in die Liberty University Multi-Purpose Center.
The candidates are senior girls widi
a grade point average of at least
2.75. Seniors picked tiieir top ten
choices from a list of moretiian300
candidates.
The list is narrowed to only 50 by
Liberty seniors. Faculty dien votes
narrowing down die list even further
to 24.
A selected panel of judges will critique die candidates to narrow die
number of contestants to 10 tiuough
personal interviews.
Judges will select die five semifinalist during die pageant The stu-

dent body will make die final decision dirough a weighted ballot system. Senior voles will count four
points; juniors, three; sophomores,
two; and freshman, one.
The following is a list of this year's
contestants:
Laura Benson, Wendy Cromer,
Suzanne Eeles, Danna Haag, Debra
Hedrick, Kelly Hendricks, Tawana
Kearney, Jodi Lough.
Melissa Lowry, Rachel Marlar,
Kristine Moutin, Trudy New, Paula
Nicklow, Anne Nyberg, Faidi Osbeck.
Kristen Parker, Cheryl Pennie,
Headier Sellars, Sandra Sheet/., Sonja
Solberg, Janet Susdorf, Sharon
Thetford, Amie Wagner and Sherri
Woodard.
The entertainment for die pageant
will be provided by die comedy team
of Isaac Air Freight. The LBN singers
and orchestra will provide musical
entertainment.

The 1988-89 Selah yearbook was
recently awarded a first place
certificate by the Columbia Scholastic Press Association, scoring a 850
points out of a possible 1,000. This is
the highest score die yearbook has
ever received.
"I was very pleased with die rating," former yearbook editor Daniel
Dombak said. "Several people
worked extremely hard towards die
first place rating."
Mikie Survant, photo adviser, said
die yearbook was more popular widi
students dian past books.
"Itiioughit was a very good book
in mat we were able to improve die
photography over past years," Survant commented.
In 1988 Selah scored 691 points for
third place, and in 1986 it received a
second place rating with 724 points.
Liberty did not participate in the 1987
contest.
The theme, "Infinity and Jelly
Doughnuts," prompted a lot of comment from die student body. The judge
described it as "a very interesting
idea, quite clever."
"Aldioughmostsiudentsdidn'ttake
dietimeto read all of dietiiemecopy,
it really was written well," Dombak
said. "Thetiiemehas been a strong

point of die yearbook for die last
couple years."
The 1988 yearbook theme, "Liberty You," won a special award in
the theme and design catagory.
Dombak also served as editor for die
1988 book.
The cover received die highest of
all possible ratings in die categories
of title, cover design, color use and
end sheets. The book scored a 10 out
of 10 on die design of opening, dividers and closing. The judge commented
on die good consistency in design.

Contrary to what some
may think, most Liberty
students do study. One
hundred students
were asked how
many hours a
week they
studied. This
is what they
said:

Other areas in which Selah rated
well include organization, English
usage in copy and die academics
and faculty sections. The judge wrote:
"I found your campus copy interesting and I commend you for your
coverage of controversial topics —
good job.... I enjoyed your features/
selections you covered in academics."
Each of die 250 judges recruited
from across die United States works
independently but from common instructions provided by die CSPA.

The favorite
places to study:
J_

Dorm Room
32%

By Megan
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Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Students responsible
for slow mail system
Ho hum. Life here at Liberty is so awful. There are long
lines to almost everything. Chapel services are crowded.
The administration keeps insisting this is a walking campus. Etc...etc...etc.
To top off all of tfiis, we have campus services. To one
extreme, there's our ambitious ticket-writing force. And to
balance that, we have the campus post office, a disjointed,
disorganized inefficiency located in an inconvenient, inaccessible hovel behind the gym. Right?
If a student's life-long loyal friend, his dog, died at his
home and his mom wrote him to tell him, his dog would be
dandelion fertilizer before he heard about i t Why? Our
post office, as we all know, has the response time of a
overweight, sleeping dragon.
Let's take a closer look at this beast. It takes in 15,000
pieces of mail a day including first class mail, intracampus
mail, newspapers and magazines, every piece of which
must be sorted and put in each student's box. In addition, the
post office also handles 150 to 300 packages a day.
Putting the mail out takes five full-time workers eight
hours a day with the help of 15 part-time student workers
under the auspices of the manager, Mary Smith. Even with
a conservative estimate, that works out to some 80 plus
man-hours per business day to get students their mail. And
then, they work overtime and on weekends.
Is that enough? Most students don't think so. Their idea
of good mail service includes next-day delivery to their
dorm room. Anything short of that simply will not do.
S!
And, of course these students express their dissatisfaction. Everyday, frustrated students hurl anything that is not
addressed to them back through their box. And everyday
post office employees take an hour or more to pick die mail
up off die floor.
Now wait! That is one hour every day of the week
someone must spend picking mail up off the floor, one hour
which cannot be used to son and distribute the mail.
Does that bother the average student? It should. Obviously, it is more than one individual who physically vents
his frustration on helpless envelopes. At an hour a day,
there's a majority who participate in this childish practice.
It is also a safe guess that a boxmate (there are three of four
j people to a box) is one of diose letter throwers. How many
days in a row could a boxmate toss die letter, die one with
die check from home in it, on die floor?
Then, die complaints start.
Of course, tiiey would all have dieir mail by now if die
post office employees didn't have to spend an hour picking
mail up off die floor.
Okay, okay ...die letter dirowers aren't die only reason die
post office is less than expeditious (quick and efficient). But
everyone can see these people are a major factor along witii
die volume problem.
Students have several ways to attack this sleeping dragon.
First, all family and friends should be notified not to write
letters. Next, all intra-campus should be stopped; people
can use die phone.
Or, maybe die post office staff can add several hundred
minimum-wage workers to sort die mail.
The real answer is not reducing die pieces of mail or
adding several hundred workers. The real answer lies in the
student body.
Liberty students just need to grow up. The letter dirowers
could use a lot of growing up. And patience is a sign of
maturity. The mail is coming...despite die problems it has
getting to die individual. Immaturity will not get it here any
faster, but it has proven it can slow it down.

Students need maturity
before joining real world
It's time many LU students realized that diey're in college
now. In fact, they're just one step away from die "Real
World." That's right: jobs, families, responsibilities and,
of course, adulthood. As adults, certain behaviors are
expected, and others are no longer acceptable.
For example, starting a food fight in the cafeteria may
have been great fun back in the seventii grade; but very few
people, if any, enjoy sitting down to dinner only to be
pelted with bits of food or wads of crumpled napkins.
The same can be said about pulling fire alarms, belching
in DeMoss, talking during chapel, making prank phone
calls at 2 a.m. and participating in various practical jokes.
Although many of us would like to ignore it, adulthood is
very much a part of our lives now. It'stimethe student body
realized this and started behaving with maturity.
How can we expect the administration and faculty to treat
us like adults while so many students act like children?

Pro-lifers could learn from NOW rally
The pro-lifers, on die otiier hand,
Organization of Women took the several highlights as the crowd of 700
wandered
aimlessly among each odier.
west
end
of
the
UVA
mall
area
cheered
a
host
of
speakers
including
Feature Editor
while Stand for Life took the other. Yard, the president of NOW.
No one seemed to know what was
Pro-life and prowas looking to impress PresiAt die pro-life rally if a few mem- happening, who was in charge or why
Analysis NOW
choice rallies are
dent George Bush and die SO senators bers of die crowd began talking, it diey were diere. Well, diey knew mey
emotional gathergarnered for an educational summit in would drown out a monotone speaker. were there to support life, but
ings of individuals who are not to Charlottesville. SFL took its stand in At die pro-choice rally, it took hun- how...well, mere were several differchange each others' position. Each opposition to NOW.
dreds of supporters to overpower the ent ideas.
group brings its views, but that is only The pro-life rally was highlighted speaker's voice.
Now, stop and consider mis situthe begining of the differences be- when the group of250 protestors knelt Pro-lifers quietly prayed. Pro- ation. If a person had no conviction
tween the rallies.
on the sidewalk to pray for die 1.6 choicers got excited.
one way or die other and he witnessed
On Sept 27, two such rallies took million unborn babies killed each year The pro-choicers also maintained both of these rallies, what would he
place on die University of Virginia by legalized abortion.
an impressive level of organization in really think?
campus. Molly Yard and the National
Meanwhile, the pro-choice rally had the midst of die excitement. Two
Would he want to hear what a guy
media directors shifted through die reading a paper had to say? (Rememcrowd, handing out information and ber, this is a rally; nota lecture series.)
lending a helping hand in any way Or would he like to go to see what all
they could. Signs, leaflets and "fact of die excitement is about. Most people
sheets" were distributed to anyone
Pro-lifer Lorie Schultz attended who wanted more information.
See Pro-Lifers, Page 3
By DANIEL DOMBAK
both
die
prayer
meeting
and
die
rally
Feature Editor
with her three-and-one-half- month old
daughter. The Charlottesville homeThe Stand for Life
maker participated because she came
and NOW rallies _ Analysis
to the realization that unborn children
recendy held in Charoffice.
lottesville during die education sum- are human beings.
Not only should he be pressured to
mit(SeeStudents participate in pro"I saw her (referring to her daughresign, but he should have already
life rally, Page 1) prompted die hun- ter) on the sonogram." Shultz said. Editor,
done so voluntarily.
dreds in attendance to promote their "When die doctor pushed on my stom- I'm disappointed with Daniel
views.
ach, shemoved. It dawned on me diat Dombak's article: "Democrat made
Rick Geisel
Each person had his own motivahuman mistake."
tion for being at the rallies.
Barney Frank's involvement in
See Demonstrators, Page 3
homosexuality and prostitution wasn't
accidental. It was a conscious choice
on his part.
Love the sinner, but please, for Editor,
righteousness' sake hate the sin and In regard to last week's letter to die
editor, we, the owners and promoters
call it what it is.
Dombak said Frank's "...sexual life of die "Support Jerry's kids" T-shirts
has no bearing on his performance on would like to say die T-shirts are not
Question: If
the most profound and shortest com- die House floor." Then, in die very intended to attack die student body,
mencement addresses in history was next sentence he said, "Although it Jerry Falwell, die American Flag or
a student could Dr. A. Pierre
reportedly delivered by Winston probably affects die way he [Frank] die name of Jesus.
learn only one Guillermin
Churchill. It is said that his com- votes." This is a glaring contradicthing mis year, "~""""
They were created to be taken lighdy
what would you hope it would be? mencement address consisted of only tion. The way he votes is his perform- and in good taste.
Answer: Learn to live by the prin- nine words: "Never give up, never ance on the House floor.
Inregardto any question, die Tciples and precepts of the Scriptures. give up, never give up."
Dombak also said that "...everyone shirts have been approved and wellIf you want to live successfully, carries a part of his personal life, val- received by Dr. Jerry Falwell and his
Circumstances may change; however,
regardless of the situation or circum- learn to live your life by principles: ues and attitudes to his job." This is family.
stances in which you live, principles focus on die reason you're here; for- precisely why Frank should be presand precepts do not change. For get die past; set priorities; and don't sured to resign. His personal life and
Anne Wright
example, in Philippians 3:13 & 14, ever give up.
lack of values is a disgrace to his
Dwayne Browned
there are four principles which, if you
will apply them to your life every day,
will serve you well.
1. Focus on the purpose for your
life. If you can identify and focus on
that purpose, it will simplify your life.
It will save you a lot of time, and it
Box 20000 Liberty University
will give you direction in your life.
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001
It has been said mat a life without
(804) 582-2471
purpose is like someone who aims at
Laura Gregg
nothing and hits it with accuracy.
Editor
Focus on your purpose, take aim, and
Megan Bearder
you'll hit die target.
Managing Editor
2. Forget tiie past. The reality of
Curt Olson
life is that sometimes we fall short of
News Editor
our goals; sometimes we fail. God
Kevin Bloye
will forgive die past, but He will not
Sports Editor
allow you to go back and change it.
Kathie Donohue
Since He has forgiven you, leave
Opinion Editor
die past alone. Don't live in die past
Daniel Dombak
and don't allow die past to live in die
Feature Editor
present.
John Hotz
3. Set priorities. Manytilingsare
Photo Editor
urgent Manytilingsare important.
Pamela Havey
Many tilings are worthwhile. One
Advertising Manager
thing is essential: your relationship
Julie Siert
with God. If you will put Himfirstin
Ad Layout
your life, He will take care of all the
Manager
activities and the problems and all the
Prof. Ann Wharton
responsibilities dial you have. He
Adviser
will put diem in order. Life is a matter
of choosing. Seeking God and focusThe Liberty Champion is distributed every
ing on your purpose will make the
Wednesday while school is in session. The
choices easier.
opinions expressed in this publication do
"We've tried car pools, buses and walking. Maybe we not necessarily represent those of Liberty
4. Be persistent. In otiier words,
University.
don'tquit;don'tevergiveup. One of
shouid consider a commuter airline."

By DANIEL DOMBAK

Demonstrators display
contrast between factions

Liberty Forum
Senator's action
was no mistake

Campus: Issues and Answers

T-shirt creators
defend position

Successful Liberty career
found in simple principles

The Liberty Way

The Liberty
Champion

feature
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-Pro-lifers
Continued from Page 2

crowd. At the pro-choice rally, they
filled the frontrow, yelled and cheered
who are honest with themselves would along with the rest. At the pro-life
check out the excitement
they chased each other around in the
But say, for the sake of argument, back, constantly reminded by their
that this person stayed at the pro-life parentstobe quiet.
rally. And, say he heard what the
The pro-choicers had a purpose,
speaker had to say and he decided, and they attacked in fullyes, this was the position about which force. The pro-lifers were
he felt strongly. Then what? He was just there.
pretty much at a loss.
If the pro-life moveBut, had he done the same at the ment hopestoimprove!
pro-choice rally, well, he could sense its meager support rate!
an energy in the crowd.
(37 percent according to\
And information? There were doz- NOW) in the United
ens of hand-outs with names and States, supporters are going
: numbers of people to contact at the to have to change the way
NOW rally. A toll-free number was they are doing things. The pro
: given for supporters to call and choicers, who claimtohave 61 perregister to vote. NOW members, cent of the voters on their side, do not
identified by T-shirts, circulated intendtolet their position slide.
;
through the crowd, happytoanswer
No one's impressed by a sluggish
questions and sign people up for group of people whose only interest
seemstobe whether or not they are
NOW.
There was a noticeable difference going to get home in time to watch
in each crowd. Pro-choicer's were their favorite TV program.
generally warm, friendly and excited.
Rather, they will probably be interPro-lifer's seemed very involved in ested in what has gotten 700 people so
what they were doing and unapproach- excited.
able and, unfortunately, bored.
Is it a sin for Christians to be exFor example, there were children, cited? Conservatives? Does the Bible
ranging from 8 to 10 years old, in each forbid excitement about saving the

The Liberty Champion, Page 3

the HO story

All students commit stupid acts

lives of the unborn?
As a NOW members commented, the
pro-life group was
there to mourn as if it
was a funeral. The NOW
group wantedtospark some life
into their members,toset them on fire
and to get them on the ball. They succeeded in exciting and encouraging
one another while the pro-lifer's succeeded in mourning.
The pro-life movement must get
away from dwelling on the millions
that have died. Yes, it is important!
But, if the pro-life movement does
not get excited about the prospect of
saving millions of babies that will be
conceived in this country in coming
years, they may as well throw the
towel in today.

Welcome to
Dan
the Stupid Acts
Hall of Fame — Hochhalter
an institution for
which I serve as spokesman.
This distinguished job is one that I
have held with the utmost pride ever
since I learned to walk and thus discovered all the wonderful stupid acts
in this world.
Stupid Acts are fairly self-explanatory. However, I feel, that as honorary spokesman for the Hall of Fame,
I should further explain this phenomena of nature to the blatantly unaware
squares of our society, so they, too,
can understand what Stupid Acts are.
Stupid Acts are those experiences
committed by any normal human
being which results in that person
feeling like atotalfool out in front of
a whole lot of people.
I'm not talking about those little
embarrassing incidents which cause a
temporary reddening of the cheeks,
like tripping over something that isn' t
there or the dreaded tearing of the
trousers.
Stupid Acts are caused by the simple

lack of brain function in a normally
routine part of life. For example,
there's a stop light near my apartment
for which I have stopped countless
times before. However, on one particular day the light turned red and,
like any other law abiding citizen, I
brought my vehicle to a stop. Unfortunately, instead of waiting for the
light to change backtogreen, I looked
both ways upon stopping and, finding
no trafficcontinued. Halfway through
the intersection, it suddenly occurred
to me that it wasn't a STOP sign that
ordered my cartoa halt, but a light.
Then totopit all off, this lady in
another car stared at me with the most
peculiar expression on her face as if to
ask, "What are you doing, moron?"
I countered like the true man I am
by sliding down to the car floor and

sucking my thumb.
Stupid Acts are those incidents that
in no way can be played down with
cute jokes or bits of sarcasm. They
leave you positively, absolutely
speechless. For some unknown reason, you can'tchuckle sheepishly after
committing one and say wryly,
"Boy...ha,ha...don'tIlooklikeafool!"
You see, when you make that sort
of comment, the witnesses of the
Stupid Act will likely to agree with
your assessment but with much more
enthusiasm.
The only way to really counter a
Stupid Act is merely to leave the
scene in whichever manner you deem
most appropriate — calm and inconspicuous or fast and chaotic — and
hope that everyone will have forget
about it once you are out of sight.
ALSO SERVING
HAAGEN DAZS

ICE CREAM
HOT DOG/CHILI DOG
DELI SANDWICHES

-Demonstrators
Continued from Page 2

she was more than a lump of tissue—
she was a developing person."
"This is what I believe in," Liberty
. freshman Chris Halloway said. "You
have to get out and show it."
Lee Williams, a Lynchburg resident who helps with Operation Res. cue, said, "I'm here because there are
..unborn babies being murdered.... I
feel guilty for waiting so long."
Williams added, "God's laws are
higher than man's laws."
"I was affected by it personally

more than 10 years ago," Jeanie
Mawyer, a Charlottesville resident,
explained. "I had an abortion." Now
that she has a son and realizes the
facts, Mawyer is appalled at those
who assume abortion is a viable alternativetopregnancy. "The safest place
should be a mother's womb," she
said.
The pro-lifers rally kept to themselves at the east end of the mall, and
the NOW rally stayed on the west
end. However, some confrontation
developed between the two sides when
a black man made his way through the

NOW crowd yelling through a microphone.
"Pro-choice is a code word for black
genocide," he yelled before a group
of skinheads and pro-choicers surrounded him. Later, the pro-choice
group took his microphone away from
him and broke it
Joycelyn Johnson, a James Madison University freshman, attended the
NOW rally in support of pro-choice.
"It is an issue that's pertinenttome as
a women," Johnson said. "I have a
long lifetolive, and I want to be able
to control it"

LOWFAT FROZEN YOGURT
LITE FROZEN YOGURT

UVA art professor Megan Marlatt
joined the NOW rally carrying a sign
which stated she was a Catholic mother
who supported abortion.
"Everyone has to get involved,"
Marlatt cited as her primary reason
for attending the rally. However, she
said she was also there to oppose the
anti-abortionists.
"They say they are concerned with
the fetus," Marlatt said. "But they are
interested in oppressing women."
Marlatt claimed she would not have
an abortion but supports a woman's
right to have one performed.

YOGURT
OFFER VALID THRU OCT.
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encounters with famous people and
obtained several "entertaining" stories.
Kevin Seay, Roanoke, Ala. - "I
promote Christian concerts in Alabama and have met such groups as
Petra, Degarmo & Key, Mylon and
RussTaff."
Alex Deli, Washington, D.C. - "My
father owns a limousine service in
D.C. so I've met a lot of famous
people like President Bush, Danny
Devi to and Lucille Ball. I also went to
school with Oliver North's son Stuart
and his daughter Tait."
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'Facts of Life' while walking around
the grounds at Disney World."
Teddy Keaton, Greensboro, N.C.
- 'The GGO golftournamentis held
in my home town. While I was at the
tournament, I met Michael Jordan and
Michael Keaton."
Vera Gavin, Southgate, Mich. "While flying to San Francisco, I
(unknowingly at first) sat nexttoMolly
Ringwald and talkedtoher for about
four hours."
Brandon Pickett, Jr., Richmond,
Va. - "While at the Lincoln Memorial
in D.C, I accidentally bumped into
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Advice on

Student discovers phoniness
openness with God makes the proRecently I went
Christie
gressiontostep two a natural one.
home with my
Once we have opened ourselves to
Hayes
roommate. We
the Lord we are instructed to open
sleptin, ate homecooked food, talked a lot and did our ourselvestoeach other by confessing
our faults. This not only provides us
laundry. It was very relaxing.
But as I examined the activities of with a bottomless fountain of humilthe weekend, I began to wonder just ity, it makes us accountable for our
why it was so relaxing. I mean, after shortcomings. The loving but honest
all, we could have experienced the opinion of a true friend can be the
same pleasures here at school. Why positive influence we need to make
did we have drive for 10 hours for the right choice.
As we allow otherstosee inside our
some rest and good conversation?
After a great deal of thought, I lives, we willfindpeople more willstumbled on the reason. Once off- ing to open uptous. By displaying
campus, there were no roles for me to consistent concern for them, we can
play. I didn't havetobespiritual or be encourage them to pull down the
a good student or be independent. I barriers in their own lives.
could just be me.
This realization really bothered me;
it uncovered a serious and basic flaw
in my character, phoniness.
Phoniness may appear in many
forms. It can be the pride which keeps
us from confessing a struggle to a
friend or the insecurity that pastes a
smile on our face when inwardly we
are hurting.
One thing is for certain; phoniness
is the barrier that prevents true
fellowship with others and with the
Lord.
Tearing down that barrier is a difficult and often painful process, but it is
necessary. Thefirststep istosimply
open ourselves to the Lord. He knew
us and designed us before we were
conceived; no facades can survive in
His presence. Viewing our hearts from
His perspective is the key to becoming a more genuine person.
The security that is found in total

EARN CASH
FAST!
WITH OLD CLOTHES

Nice As New
2828 Linkhorne
384-3997

"While in Washington, D.C, I attended a play at the Kennedy Arts
Center. Tom Wopat from the Dukes
of Hazzard was in the play, and I had
my picture taken with him when the
performance was over."
David Harvath, Minneapolis,
Minn. - "I met John Denver in Aspen,
Colo. My family and I were sitting in
an outdoor restaurant when he walked
by. I yelled out his name, but he didn't
hear me. My dad thought he was one
of my friends, so he stood up and
yelled at him. Consequently, he turned
around and said, 'Hi.'"

Von 't Be content wilhmcdiocrity andanarrowmew of tlie worldaroundyou. Start now
by looking ahead andprayerfully setting highgoals (andgrades.) Ihis wills tart you off on
a goodfool in your chosen career.
We remindyou of Liberty's symbol, the eagle, the eagle is driven in its desire to search,
todiscover, toleam. 'Eagles art powerful birds. They soar high into the heavens where the
air is crisp and clear. Like them, iookjxyondthe perch, the traininggroundyou now where
you now find yourself, into the world around you.
Qoddoes not intendfor you tostay in onespot; Mis desireis to see yousoar anddo mighty
things for 90m.
This perch, or time in training at school, will pass with, startling speed, Take heed, our
loved one! Makf the most of every opportunity.
Sometimes it will be difficult to take time out from all the socializing and studying to
lookjahead, but you must if you are to be successful, you have countless resources at your
fingertips. Talkjo yourprofessors; pickjheirbrainsforwisdemandinsight. Theirpurpose
is to equip you to fly.
Jill universities have programs andpeople to help you choose the best carter path, find
out about the Tuetemshipprogram that lets you spend one weekjwith a professional in any
carter area to see if it s the right one for you.
Checkjnto the Internship program in order togain all the experience you can, early, so
you will have a strong resume to present to potential employers.
i\ Co-op program that will allow you to gain experience in your field is another
possibility. This will help yourmotherandI out withall these college expenses. Coops can
often leadto ajob within the same organization. Ifnot, the contacts you make couldprove
to be invaluable.
As youponderwhere the Cordis leading you, callhome at anytime. Our bits ofknowledge
are always free and may even be helpful.
•With love,
yourfolks
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The key word here is genuine; the
object is nottomake people think that
you care. You must actually care.
Being real is not a three-step process, nor can it be resolved in a few
simple actions. Just as the Skin Horse
told the Velveteen Rabbit, it is something you become, and it doesn't happentoeveryone.
Perhaps these suggestions can serve
as guidelines for our daily interactions with people and with the Lord.
The price for living an open life can
be great in terms of our sensitivity to
the pain which others may inflict at
times. However, our capacity for true
love and lasting joy will be greatly
deepened.

15,1989 WITH COUPON

Ititems as though it was yesterday what we were wiping away our tears and driving
awayfromLibmyMcunlainwilhoulycni.yourmolforandlcherishyoumdlookJoruiard
to watching you grow through thegood times and challenges of the next four years. 'We
believe godhas great and mighty plans for you, both in college life and beyond.

Students disclose encounters with famous people
the merits of diet Coke. The line then
Sherri Severt, St. Augustine, Fl. - Tom Selleck - immediately recognizmoved on, and I paid for my stuff, "I had my picture taken with Santa ing who he was - but before I could
inner
talktohim millions of girls surrounded
thoroughly impressed with the friend- Claus when I was little."
linessof a man in such ahigh position.
Beth Borgman, Grand Rapids, him, and he jumped into his limo and
view
I asked other students about their Mich. - "I met Mindy Kohn from drove away."
Dawn Dyer, Morristown, Tenn. -

Probably one of a ———
student's major
JGlfr6y
goals at Liberty, S i m m o n s
besides graduating, — — — — —
istomeet personally the founder and
chancellor of this institution of higher
learning- Dr. Jerry Falwell.
Well, two weeks ago while I was
standing in the express lane at Krogers my goal was finally attained. Dr.
Falwell just happenedtobe in front of
me with a two-liter bottle of diet Coke
clutched firmly in each hand.
After he put the soda down, we
shook hands and chatted briefly about

TIMBERLAKE PLAZA
7703 Timberlake Rd.
Lynchburg
237-1851

ICE CREAM
PARLOR

HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 11 to 10
Sunday 1 to 9

^>nat/iaii/\
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Hair Care Center
10 MINUTES FROM LU
For an appointment please call 239-6850
Mon. - Sat.
407 Old Graves Mill Road
Jonny Ervin received his training at the Robert Fiance School of Hair Design in
New York City. After returning to Lynchburg, he graduated from LU and apprenticed at Super Hair, Inc. At the International Beauty Show held in New
York City, Jonny attended technical seminars under the Sebastian Artistic
Team, Paul Mitchell Systems, Vidal Sassoon and Jingles International.
Ladies Haircut
Men's Haircut
Perm/Cut
Highlites
Highlites/Cut

20.00 Haircolor
15.00 Clear Cellophane
50.00 Reconstructive
Condition Treatment
30.00
40.00

Jonathan's
HAIR CARE CENTER
Call Now for an Appointment: 239-6850
With this Coupon:

$5.00 off Men and Women's Cuts
$10.00 off Perm/Cut
Expires October 14,1989

25.00
10.00
7.00
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I News Briefs
World
-Communist party boss
removed from post
KIEV, Soviet Union (UPI) - The
Soviet News agency Tass reported
president Mikhail Gorbachev was
present last Thursday as Ukranian
Communist leaders fired party boss
;yiadmir Shcherbitsky, ending his
almost two decade rule in the Soviet
Republic of Ukrane.
jig Gorbachev flew to Kiev earlier in
jfhe day. The removal of Shcherbitsky was expected because he was
fired from his position on the Communist party politburo just a week
ago.
H

| Aquino refuses to allow
Marcos' burial in Manila
| MANILA, Philippines (UPI) Philippine President Corazon
Aquino last Thursday voiced regret
about the death of Ferdinand Marcos but said she still would not allow
his burial to take place in the Philippines.
She cited national security reasons for not allowing the ousted
leader to be buried in his homeland.
Marcos died in exile last Thurs-
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day at the age of 72 at St. Francis
Medical Center in Honolulu, where
he'd been hospitalized since Jan. IS.
The cause of death was cardiac arrest.
Several government officials, including one who helped oust Marcos
in 1986,appealed to Aquino tochange
her mind.
His son, Ferdinand Marcos Jr., said
he hoped to change the mind of Philippine President Aquino. Ferdinand
Jr. said he would do "everything it
takes to bring him home."

Faircloth readies for mission in Brazil
By KERI BURNS
Champion Reporter

Donna Faircloth, a Liberty graduate, plans to serve on the mission in
Brazil, beginning in the spring of 1990.
She made a commitment to the
ministry in 1981 when she was a
freshman at Liberty.
She decided to try out for the LIGHT
team for the experience. To her surprise she made the team.
Two years of traveling, singing and
participating in short-term missions
trips were a great learning experience
Nation
for her. She was exposed to different
parts
of the world and enjoyed each
House favors reduction
trip.
in capital gains taxes
"Liberty University has been a stepWASHINGTON (UPI) - The ping stone for me as well as a training
House, in a surprising 239-190 vote
ground and a means to an end," she
last Thursday, backed President
said. "Each step has helped me take
Bush's plan to cut capital gains taxes. the next."
More than five dozen Democrats
When her second year on the
rushed to join Republicans in the
LIGHT team ended, she felt God
vote to defeat a Democratic plan to calling her to give up her spot on the
raise taxes for the rich.
team. She resigned to allow another
Bush's plan, as approved by the
student to gain the same experience
House, cuts the capital gains tax rate that she had had.
from a maximum 33 percent to 19
Six months after she resigned, an
percent, through the end of 1991.
opportunity to coordinate the mission
The plan is expected to help the
trips for LIGHT opened up. This also
economy and create jobs.
gave her the opportunity to travel

Donna Faircloth
more extensively than she had ever
imagined.
After her new job began, Vemon
Brewer became the directorof LIGHT.
Faircloth discussed with him the need
for a children's ministry to travel with
LIGHT. Faircloth was given the job
of heading up that ministry for the
team.
With little experience in children's
ministries, Faircloth organized the
puppet team which accompanies
LIGHT on its missions trips.
Since then Faircloth has organized
many missions trips and traveled to
42 foreign countries, some of which

she has visited several times.
"Through these trips, God gave me a
vision for missions," she said.
"I made myself available to a calling for missions, but I had my stipulations," Faircloth added.
"I came to realize that availability
has to be unconditional. I found myself
willing to go where help was needed,"
Faircloth said. She found herself willing but without direction.
The opportunity to go to France
opened up when two other families
moved there to serve as missionaries
to the Muslims. She wanted to be sure
that as a single woman in another
country she would be secure enough
to stay there should either of the
families leave.
Faircloth has prayerfully decided
to serve in Brazil. She will be living in
Rio/Niteroi, acity of 12 million. There
she will work with a large church,
Priemria Igreja Baptista, pastored by
Nilson Fanini.
Faircloth feels that her training and
experiences at Liberty will aid her in
her work in Brazil.
First, as campaign coordinator for
LIGHT, she helped expose students
to the field. Now she will be working
on the other end of the trips.
Faircloth will be able to be that in-

Seminar answers
internship questions

'Jerry's kids' line
gains popularity
By BEN LAFR0MB0IS
- "'Champion Reporter

The free market system is alive
well on the campus of Liberty
^University. Dwayne Brownell and
- A n n e Wright had a need and decided
to market an original product at Liberty.
They came up with a T-shirt that
reads "Support Jerry's kids" with a
caricature of Dr. Falwell holding one
of his "kids."
The sketches were provided by
Wright's father, Dick Wright, who is
a nationally syndicated political cartoonist
"The first 50 shirts sold in a flash,"
Brownell said, "with 100 more orders to fill." Brownell and Wright
realized the potential of their shirts
and ordered more from the local
manufacturer.
The line is expanding to sweatclothes, muscle shirts and even nightgowns.
The whole idea was to raise funds
so that Brownell and Wright wouldn't
have to work for an outside business.

K*i-and

fluence on students that other people
have been on her. "I will be able to
invest in the lives of Liberty students,"
she said.
Second, Faircloth worked with the
Liberty Godparent Home with expectant unwed mothers. In Brazil she
will be doing similar work by giving
unwed expectant mothers an alternative to abortion.
While at Liberty, Faircloth was
discipled; now she will disciple Brazilian women who will in turn make
disciples of others.
Brazil has people willing to help
organize children's ministries, but
they lack the materials and the training. Because of her training with the
puppet team, Faircloth is able to aid in
the training of people in her new
church for this field.
Faircloth is now on a campaign to
raise her support.
Faircloth urges Liberty students to
take full advantage of the opportunities presented to them. Many ministries are available. Few schools offer
the international trips that Liberty
offers.
Donna also urges students to seek
wise counsel. "There are so many
wise people here for students to talk
to," she said.

"The T-shirt business is paying our
school bill," Brownell explained.
One of the first supporters of the
idea was Dr. Falwell himself.
Brownell and Wright gave aT-shirt to
Falwell at a football game. Falwell's
wife and son bought two apiece from
Brownell.
One of the biggest problems is finding a way to market the T-shirts.
Monday Market Mania totals only six
hours per month of selling time which Anne Wright, Dr. Falwell and Dwayne Brownell. Wright and Brownell
has greatly limited sales.
are sporting their "Jerry's Kids" T-shirts.
"Dean Purple has been very sup...
portive," he said.
The market for such a product is
limited because nothing like this has
been done at LU before.
The Lynchburg Classic Marching Roanoke Rapids, Indian River, LibIn the future Brownell plans to sell Band Competition will be held Oct. erty High School, Lake Braddock and
at athletic events.
14 at City Stadium at 6:30 p.m.
Patrick Henry.
Because the shirts have to be marThe Liberty University Marching
Tickets to the competition and
keted through a club to be sold at Band will put on an exhibition during exhibition are available from E.C.
games, the Liberty Marketing Asso- the competition. E.C. Glass and Heri- Glass and Heritage band members, at
ciation will reap some profit from the tage high schools will also be per- Homs A-Plenty, Leed's Music Censhirts for its help.
forming, Mary Davis, publicity chair- ter, Roberts Piano Co. and Timber"Paul Davis has been extremely man, said.
lake Music. They will also be sold at
supportive with helping opening
Bands accepting the invitation to the gate.
greater markets and selling at Mon- compete include Lynchburg ChrisThe tickets are $3 for adults and
day Market Mania," Dwayne said.
tian Academy, Tungstall High, $2.50 for students.

LU band plans to perform

Marcia Ball and Dr. Alan Rabe
head the placement of interns for the
News Editor
health department. They stated that
the options for health majors have
The National Internship Program increased in recent years.
held an information and question and
Marilyn Nutter places interns in
answer session Sept. 26 to prepare the speech department. "Our interns
students for internships.
are the only ones here who are not reThe session featured professors quired to do any work," Nutter joked.
from various departments which re- "It's funny, but it's true. I cover the
quire internships.
speech pathology area and the interns
The professors discussed intern- are required to observe instead of the
ships in the various departments and a usual hands on practice in an internpanel of professors answered ques- ship."
tions prepared by Lew Weider, internship program director.
See Seminar,.Page 5

By CURT OLSON

Office Hours By Appointment

Phone: (804) 384-1631

LYNCHBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
LARRY G. McGLOTHLIN, D.C.

FREE CONSULTATION TO
LU STUDENTS

2900 Old Forest Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24501

Senate resolutions approved by administration
Another proposal reorganizes the
process of forming aclub or organization on the campus. The proposal was
Twelve senate resolutions from the sponsored by the cabinet of former
1988-89 school year have the proper Vice President Amy Hubbard.
signatures to be made into official
In order for any future club or orschool policy.
ganization to become official, it must
The major resolution focuses on submit a completed club charter aptuition. The proposal, sponsored by plication, which includes die names
senators Anthony Perrone and Kristi of one or two faculty advisers, a brief
Bryant, asked the LU administration description of the club, statement of
to seek die possibility of having alter- purpose, the national and/or chapter
native tuition rates for juniors and constitution and 25 signatures of inseniors because most students trans- terested students.
fer after their freshmen or sophomore
Once a club or organization is acyears.
cepted by the proper administrators,
The resolutions proposed"thatLib- die club is responsible to keep SGA
erty University look into the possibil- updated on its current status.
Finally, each club will be responity of having such a tuition program
introduced, which would benefit those sible for submitting a current club
students in the form of multi-tiered record sheet each spring for use in die
university club brochure. The brotuition rates."

By CURT OLSON
News Editor
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It's Cool and Clean
at the Coin Laundry
PHONE: 237-9877
With this coupon receive:

~l

One complimentary wash
in a double loader.
COIN
LAUNDRY
IN HILLS'
CENTER
OVJIIN L
/ M J I N U r i Y UN
MILLC SHOPPING
INtJLifcNIfcH

•One per student please
•Study tables available
m^^mmm

Classifieds
84 RENAULT ENCORE: AC,
PS, Stick shift, good condition.
Asking $1,700. Call ext. 4253.
MOBILE HOME for sale. 1969.
12'x65', 3 Bdrm. New wall to wall
carpet, new cabinets. Near LU.
$45,000. Call 239-2017.

in Hills' Shopping Center

r

chure will be handed out to the new
students each fall.
The final two major proposals of
those returned to SGA concern die
installment of additional telephone
lines and courtesy phones in die academic buildings.
The bills were sponsored by Erin
Koch and Stephen Stone.
Koch's proposal said die need for
more phone lines exist because LU
continues to grow. Stone's proposal
says that the use of pay phones is quite
costly and courtesy phones should be
placed in academic buildings to cut
cost by faculty, staff and off-campus
students.

FUND RAISER: A free gift just for
calling plus raise up to $1,700 in
only ten days!!! Student groups,
organizations and clubs needed for
marketing project on campus. For
details plus a FREE GIFT, group
officerscall: l-80O-95O-8472,exL30
FOR RENT: Rooms for girls. 5
min. from LU. Includes laundry and
dishwasher. Call 237-7718.
FOR SALE: LHASA APSO
Puppy. AKC Shots, wormed and
paper trained. Pick of the litter. Call
237-7718.

Other senate resolutions receiving
signatures from the administration include: allowing RA's to write out
passes for full sick trays, moving die
buses and trailers from die Town
Student Parking Lot, giving priority
to improving library resources, installing light poles on die circle side
of me campus, extending die hours of
die activities ticket window in DeMoss Hall, extending die hours of
lunch service in die deli on Saturdays,
preventing custodians from closing
any bathrooms for cleaning before 10
a.m. and requesting timely consideration of SGA Senate proposals.

Electrolysis...
let it work for you.
Electrolysis has worked for over 100 years.
Lot it work for you. Hawthatunwantodhair
removed from your upper lip, chin, face,
eyebrows, bikini line, breasts, and other parts
of your body, permanently.

Call (804) 845-0480

DOLORES H. AYRES, D.C.T.
Experience makes a difference!
Bring this ad in for $5 Off First Treatment
2511 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg
1 Block from The Plaza

Licensed. With Over
13 Years Experience

OPPORTUNITY. ?.
CHALLENGE...'
REWARD.
Air Force Officer Training School can be the start of
a challenging and rewarding career for you. When you
graduate, you'll be a commissioned officer in the
Air Force. You can apply your management skills and
leadership fechniques in a stimulating environment
and have opportunity for advancement. Find out how
you can put your college degree to work for you
and your country. AIM HIGH. Contact your Air Force
recruiter today. Call
USAF OFFICER PLACEMENT
800-423-USAF

>
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LIGHT club plans to extend ministries

By MICHELLE COOK
Champion Reporter

ThefirstLIGHT rally, corresponding with the World Impact Conference, was a meeting to challenge students to commit to God's plan of
world evangelization.
Wes and Bernee Tuttle and the
LIGHT singers sang for the 450 students, staff members and missionaries present A video of the spring
Eastern Europe campaign was shown.
Following the video, a dedication
prayer was offered for LU students
going on a similar trip to Hungary,
Romania and the Soviet Union during
Thanksgiving break.
Dr. Josef Tson, exiled Baptist
minister of Romania and current president of the Romanian Missionary
Society, spoke, highlighting the fact
that one person can make a difference
in reaching the world.
"May Godopen your eyes and cause
your hearts to melt so that you may
say, 'Yes, I'll go,'" he prayed.

Vernon Brewer invited students to
commit to being a part of a LIGHT
campaign this year.
Jimmy Jackson, president of the
LIGHT club, stated, 'Thefirstpriority of the LIGHT club this year is to
make students aware of the profound
need that the world has for Christ."
Jackson has set up several committees and ministries to help students
become involved.
Some of the ministries include
Friendship International, which sends
toys to missionary children at Christmas; STOPP-Student's Time of
Prayer and Praise; Adopt-a-Persecuted-Church; theLIGHTFellowship;
the Encouragers; and Kids International, a puppet and clown ministry.
Another area of involvement in

review
procedure
By VANGIE POGGEMILLER
Ctmmpioti Reporter

The SG A senate moved into filH

swing Sept. 28.
New senators were introduced
to the procedure of reading, argiK
ing and approving bills.
The two bills reviewed WoUM
altowshomtnbewoniinthewei]
room and provide specifil
areas for motorcycles. The s
bill wasapr^^^unanMrtou^'
the motorcycle bill was sent to
research committee.

LIGHT is a missions campaign. Renec

Kidd, LIGHT campaign coordinator,
reported that 120 students have signed
up for this year's campaigns.
She said, "Campaigners will real- The LIGHT team and Wes and Bemee Tuttle perform for the 450 people in attendance at the Sept. 26
ize the need and make a full-time
meeting of the LIGHT club.
"hoto * **** ^ff—
commitment to go to that country."

-Seminarinternships at hometown newspapers
' Continued from Page 4
during the summer break. He said the
Dr. Clinton Brown places psychol- department receives excellent reports
ogy interns. He stated that they have regarding LU interns.
internships with various organizations
Dave Marston places youth minisin the central Virginia and Lynchburg tries interns. He said the major areas
area. Interns must fulfill 80 hours of of youth interns are local churches,
supervised work during an internship. but they have also placed youth maProf. Herb Gedicks places interns jors at various youth homes around
« for the accounting department. He the state of Virginia.
Frank Chimenti is in charge of the
stressed that the department tries to
; place interns in the student's area of internship program in the computer
concentration. He also said students science department. The program was
havchad internships in major account- just recently initiated in this department so no interns have been placed.
ingfirmsalong the east coast.
Dr. Kevin Clauson places interns He will place interns at various comfor what he calls "the most visible panies and have the student complete
internships at LU." Most of the gov- a computer project on his own with
ernment majors go to Washington the consent of the company.
D.C. and work with congressmen,
Wayne Sterling places pastoral
senators or other conservative organi- interns. Interns work in local churches
zations. He stressed that they try to to assist the pastor or associate pastor
have a student work 40 hours a week. of the church. The intern is required
They try to bridge the practical intern- to preach twice during the internship
ship with the academics by having the and write various papers.
student write some papers, he said.
The professors stressed the impor8 -iSBQj.'iAlibeit Snyder places journal- tance of having core courses comism interns. He stated that during the pleted and set goals for the internship
school year, he tries to place students experience so students can gain full
in Lynchburg, but most students find benefit from the internship.

Senators

: Davis also introduced ht

net for this year. Thecabiir
eludes the following peo^lef
Aitebach.cbief of services; MetortdeeNewby.protemp; RrMjndaRandeflphtSenateaecoumabiUty; Mark
Shortt, chief of staff; Kim Henry,
chief of public relations; S'
DePuy, chief of commu:
Also on the cabinet arei
Ma^troru*rdi,cabmet3ea<etfflr^
to stay away from demonology. We just take the season
Wilson, chiefoflegislation;;
and use the season for the glory of Christ."
Since its beginning in 1972 Scaremare has seen 100,000 Gott, senate clerk; Gins
people "tour" the house with 10,000 recorded decisions hall director of clubs; JDaVtSI
chief of spiritual affairs; ami
for Christ.
"Last year we had over 1,500 decisions," Dan Clancy, thony Perrons, chief of town stnwho is in charge of the follow-up program, said.
Davis's committees for this year
Adams also added, "It's bizarre and it's a fantasy, but
are the Research Committee and
amidst all the fun and cutting up that will be going on,
the Liberty Life Committee. The
there will be a lot of sober moments."
elected leaders of these commit*
In response to a question concerning the future of
Scaremare, Adams said, "We're going to take more spe- tees are freshman Stephen Hnndly
cific steps to redirect Scaremare to be more of a fun house and senior Antborty Perrone.
A new facet of me senate this
and may even get away from the morbid death scenes."
year is a Drug Task Forcefedbjfc
He added that he wanted to emphasize that Scaremare
Mark Gott, who believes there is a
should, in no way, be connected to the occult
It will cost $5 per person to go through the house this need to deal with drug problems on
campus.
year.

Scaremare features new rooms
By CHRIS BOGGS
Champion Reporter

Scaremare '89, sponsored by the YouthQuest Club, begins Thursday, Oct. 12 at dusk and continues every Thursday, Friday and Saturday for the next three weeks.
Scaremare features some new rooms this year, including
the mad scientist/headhunter room; the "face" room; a
wilderness room, featuring wild bear attacks; the laboratory room where human beings are being dissected; and
the "chair" room featuring an electrocution.
Other rooms held over include the snake room (with a
live boa constrictor), the insane asylum, the dining room
frozen in time, the hologram room and the casket room.
Another returning attraction of the house is the two-story
corkscrew slide.
Although the theme is death, Dave Adams, head of
Scaremare, said, "We've been very careful in Scaremare

Scaremare facts
Recordattendance: 11,630(1988)
Record decisions: 1,555(1988)
Nightlycapacity:
2,100
Room capacity:
10
1988 cost:
$4.50(perperson)
Length of tour:
15 minutes

Debate team excel Is at Kings College
By BRETT HARVEY
Champion Reporter

Liberty sent its debate team to
Pennsylvania to compete in the Kings
College Debate Sept. 22-24.
The team excelled at the debate,
placing better than LU's nationally
ranked 1988 team. Team members
from Liberty took several high
awards.
Liberty's Tom Walker took top
honors; Charles Kester and Mike Hall
took the seventh and eighth positions.
Hail and Walker made it to the quarterfinal round; while.the brother team
of Charles and David Kester marched
into the semifinal round. The team of
Amanda Grahm and Sherry Smith
barely missed the quarterfinal competition.
The 42 competing teams came
from 14 colleges, includingPenn State
University, the Naval Academy, Boston College, George Washington Uni-

versity and James Madison University.
LU took six teams to the debate
which was limited to varsity and junior varsity divisions.
Liberty now has a record of 20 wins
and 16 losses. Last year at the same
tournament only one Liberty team
made it to the quarterfinal round, and
only one speaker award went to LU..

Prof. Brett O'Donnell, director of fo
rensics, said, "The prospects for this
season look good because we are off
to a better start than last year."
The next tournament for Liberty is
at Perm State University Oct 6-8.
Last year's team defeated Harvard at
the Penn State Debate. After Penn
State, Liberty will host its own debate
Oct 13-15.
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Rimijoes
> ^ Ice O e a m Parlor * ^
• Fine Desserts
Flavors
of Herehey's Ice Cream & Yogurts
•40Pitas
& Pizza
• Sandwiches - Croissants
Hours;
Mon.-Thurs. 11:30-10 • Hamburgers & Hot Dogs
4915 Fort Avenue
Fri.-Sat. 11:30-11
Lynchburg
Sunday 1:00-10

237-7825

ROAD TRIP!
Follow your team to Orlando when they battle
the UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA and
TOUCHDOWN at the HOLIDAY INN.

DELUXE
TOUCHDOWN
DEAL

TOUCHDOWN
DEAL
0 0 per nisht
plus lax*

54°°

44

includes discounted room rate and
20% discount on food.
u, $7 00 each additional
'kingle or double occ upancy.
inisun (maximum
imum 5).

»
aM^M

per night
plus tax*

includes discounted room rate,
20% discount on food and transportation
to and from game.
*l
"tingle
or double occupancy. $12.00 each additional
prison (maximum 5).

Many college students arc. To determine
whether or not you have a problem, take this
simple test before you go back to school.
First, relax. Takeadeep breath. Maybe lie
down on that couch over there.
Now, think about vour bank and look at this
ink blot. What do you see?
Bad things? d e c k s that nobody will accept
because your bank is out oftown? Faraway parents
with no way to deposit money into your account?
Avast expanse of time and space separating you
from needed additional funds? Inconvenience in
its purest form?
Hmmm. Sounds very...well...disturbing.
But don't worry theres an easy cureSovran Bank.
By opening a checking and savings

account at Sovran, you'll have complete control
ofyourfinances.With the convenience of Cash
flow* 24-hour banking, you can access your
money whenever you need it.
And because there^ probably a Sovran
Bank office at home as well as school, you can
leave some deposit slips with your parents, just
incase.
So blot out your banking troubles. Stop
by Sovran Bank as soon asyougetback to college.
Youdbecrazyto bank anywhere else!

VkitourcffkeandCashFlouP machine at RiwrRidge Mall Saturdayhours available.

(407) 645-6500
Only 15 Minutes from % 3 S 3 £

aurruriinculCatparaiui
^•rinkuivluuuiulUruaiibuaVanau
tUoMlttrUMmldfiilunr^TpavawnilunixiR

"CStnffinMC
OJWQJO
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Lady Flames drop two

Fl a in e s Fe edb a c k

Lady runners
Baseball in October is the defeat eight
most exciting time of year teams, score
Kevin M.
near perfect
Bloye

By JEFFREY A. COTA
Champion Reporter

The Liberty University women's
soccer team lost two games last week
to Virginia Wesley an on Thurday and
then to the University of MarylandBaltimore County on Friday with
scores of 2-0 and 3-1 respectively.
Kelly Faber scored her first goal
seven minutes into thefirstperiod on
a Stephanie Cox assist and again nine
minutes into the second half of the
game to lead UNBC to the two-goal
victory over Liberty.
With about 10 minutes remaining
in the first half, freshman Amy Ingalls gave the Retrievers a scare.
Ingalls took an almost certain shot
above the goalie's head. However,
the goalie made a save to preserve the
Retrivers' 1-0 lead.
Early in the second half, the Retrievers went on a tear, scoring two
goals in 10 minutes. Faber scored her
second goal only nine minutes into
the period, and Ruth Higgins scored
on a direct penalty kick to put the
game out of reach 3-0.
Debbie Camlin left the game with
approximately 15 minutes remaining
with an injured leg. Camlin is expected to play for the next game.
With 6:39 remaining, the LU offense came to life. Julie Griffis scored
a goal above three defenders to make
it 3-1.
"I'm just disappointed," Coach Jim
' Long said of the loss. "It's totally
opposite of what we did yesterday
(against Virginia Wesleyan)."
The Retrievers made 30 shots on
goal opposed to the Flames six. Paula
Barringer made 17 saves while the
Retriever goalie made three. The
University of Maryland-Baltimore
County is now 3-4. The Lady Flames
dropped to 1-6-1.
The Virginia Wesleyan Marlins
took advantage of numerous injuries
to defeat the LU women' s soccer team
. 2-0 in Thursday's hard-fought game
i at GE field.
Robin Ingalls has been hampered

ism

*.+*«**'

Flames' player Julie Griffis attempts to break up a UMBC drive
during Friday's game in which the Flames were defeated 3-1.
photo by Down English

leading the way. Ingalls stopped the
Marlin offense numerous times and
consistently pestered mem into taking bad shots.
In the second half the Lady Flames
seemed to get a second wind and
came out fighting to no avail.
With 36:13 gone in me second
period, die Marlin offense charged
toward die LU goal. Paula Barringer
challenged die Wesleyan player and
was charged with a penalty.
"The only diing I could do was
charge her and dive for die ball,"
Barringer said. When Barringer dived
for die ball, she said she was kicked in
die face, but die referee called holding on her when die player tripped
over Barringer. The penalty was ruled
a direct penalty kick. Vicki Groh
scored to put die Marlins up 2-0.
"The girls played dieir hearts out,"
Coach Long said. "If we could have
Jeffrey Jeffrey Dave Sam
won a game on effort, we would have
Simmons Cota Dentel Rutigliano won this one. They gave dieir all."
(18-12)
(15-15)
(17-13)
Virginia Wesleyan finished die
guest
game with 18 shots on goal to die
Lady Flames 10 shots. Barringer had
Liberty Liberty Ubiarty Liberty
nine saves while die Marlon goalie
Sheri Yorkinson had five. The MarFlorida Florida Florida Florida
lins improved dieir record to 7-1.
State State State
State
by a nagging injury to her leg since
she was injured in the loss to Mary
Washington College. Traci Camlin
re-injured her leg in a vicious collision with a Wesleyan player.
Senior Melody Douros came off
thefieldat the conclusion of the game
with a broken ankle as well as a sprain
and torn ligaments in the same ankle.
She is expected to be out four to six
weeks.
At 4:38 in the first period, Allisa
Ayres scored on an assist by Patty
Uzenski. Uzenski passed the ball on
an in-bounds play to Ayres, putting
the Marlins up 1-0.
The LU defense grew stronger as
die game progressed with Ingalls

FABULOUS FIVE
College & Pro Kevin 1 Keith
Games for Oct. Bloye Miller
(16-14) (20-10)
7&8
1 Eastern III. at
L&erty Liberty
Liberty
Florida State at Florida Florida
State State
Syracuse
Georgia at
Tenr|| Tenn, Georgia Tenn. Tenn.
Tennessee
Mich. State at Mich. Mich. Mich. Mich. Mich.
State State State State State
Iowa
•
Washington at
•s

•-••'••.,

use use use use use

use
Cleveland at
Miami
Hew Orleans at
MFrahciSco
N.Y. Giants at
Philadelphia
Buffalo at
Indianapolis
Dallas at
Green Bay

49ers

mn

Philly

Philly

Philly Giants

Philly Giants

Champion Reporter

The LU women's cross-country
team put six runners in die top eight to
win die Retriever Invitational at die
University of Maryland-Baltimore
County.
The Lady Flames scored a near
perfect 16 (15 is the lowest score possible), defeating teams from eight
other schools on what Coach Ron
Hopkins called a "true cross-country
course."
Liberty's Karen Eisemann led die
3.1 mile race from die beginning and
finished first overall widi a time of
19:13, setting a new course record.
Coming in behind Eisemann were
teammates Lynn Attwood (2nd,
19:20), Patti Bottiglieri (3rd, 19:46)
and Theresa Duncan (4th, 20:06).
Suzanne Duncan, Liberty's fifth
runner, placed sixth overall in 20:21,
and Cheryl Nash came in eighth at
20:39.
Liberty's Jenn Reeder and Christiana Rininger came in 12th and 13th,
both widi a time of 21:30.
Kim Wolbert (19th, 21:39) and
Jennifer Smith (25th, 22:30) both
finished in die top half of die field.
"I tiiink we've seen a lot of improvement since last week," Eisemann, a junior said. "Everyone
seemed to have really good attitudes,
even though we had hard practices
this week. We ran more as a team."
The women's cross-country team
will return to UMBC for die MasonDixon Conference meet later on this
to gain experience racing on die col- season. This weekend they are comlege level.
peting outside of the Southeast region
Gayfinishedfirstand 21st overall at the Waterfront Invitational in Chiwidi a 28:07 time in die five-mUe cago.
.ace. Squiresfinished27di overall in
die race widi a 28:37 time. Sears finished 41st with a 29:21 time.
Because it die same course the
team will run on for die MasonDixon Conference Championship Oct
Oct. 7 Indiana University
28, Matdies also sent die diree to get
Invitational
a feel for die course before the cham(Lady Flames only)
pionships.
Oct. 14 Virginia State
Sophomore Squires said, "It is
championships
definitely a tougher course than last
Oct. 28 Mason-Dixon
year's conference meet." Last year's
Conference
conference meet was a flat course in
championships
Newport News.

Men's CC takes break
By TIM SEARS
Champion Reporter

Coach Jake Matdies sent only tiiree
runners to die University of Maryland-Baltimore County meet Sept 30
because he felt u\* team needed some
time off before flying to Chicago for
die Loyola Invitational. The Loyola
meet is regarded as one of die biggest
meet of die season.
However, he did send Stuart Gay,
Brent Squires and Tim Sears to the
UMBC meet. Squires and Sears
needed die opportunity to get back in
shape as tiiey recover from injuries,
and promising freshman Gay went

October
Crosscountry
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SAVE
20 to 30%
On Beauty
Products & Tools

FREE
Home (Office

DELIVERY
with $30 order
or more

Ask About Our
Daily Special
CORPORATE
BEAUTY
SUPPLIES
1-800-873-6466
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49ers 49ers -;49ers 49ers 49ers

Clev.

By THERESA DUNCAN

Mich.
State

Miami

Clev.

It's time for footespecially tiiose diehard Red Sox
ball mania to be
fans. Mookie Wilson of die Mets
tossed aside for
tapped a slow grounder to sureawhile because posthanded Red Sox first baseman Bill
season has finally arrived in major Buckner who somehow let die ball
league baseball. Let's face it, mere squirm between his legs to give die
is nouiing better than baseball in Mets a miraculous victory and evenOctober.
tually die world championship.
When you see die playoffs and
Or how about Game One of last
World Series on TV, you are watch- year's World Series between die
ing, without a doubt, die best teams Athletics and Dodgers? Here's the
in die majors. The grueling 162- scenario: die Athletics are holding a
gamc regular season schedule guar- 4-3 lead in die bottom of die ninth
antees dial die cream of die crop will with ace reliever Dennis Eckersley
play ball in October. In baseball, on die mound. Dodger outfielder
tiiere are no wild card berths. If a Mike Davis is on first from a walk
team manages to win more man 90 and when Kirk Gibson hobbled to
games and still finishes in second die plate. Gibson, who hadn't played
place, it will be spending die fall at all in die game, could barely walk
season at die golf courses or in front much less run on die base paths.
of a TV.
After fouling off several pitches
On die otiier hand, die National and working the count to 3-2, GibHockey League and die National son jumped on an Eckersley breakBasketball Association invite almost ing ball sending it over die right
every team to die playoffs. It's sur- field fence for a 5-4 Dodger victory.
prising that each league doesn't take Gibson limped around die bases
applications for city-league teams to pumping hisfistsin die air as Dodger
join post-season extravaganza. The Stadium erupted into hysteria.
regular season means absolutely Watching die game and die nintii
nothing except revenue for die inning heroics sent chills down my
owners.
spine. The Gibson homer gave the
Baseball, though, produces die over-matched Dodgers die momenbest teams and die greatest moments tum to beat die mighty Athletics in
in sports' history. Who will ever three of die next four games to win
forget die 1986 World Series when die World Series.
die Boston Red Sox in Game Six
The Cubs, Giants, Athletics and
garnered on die dugout's top step Blue Jays will battle this week to
waiting to celebrate the last out that win die prestigous honor to play in
would give diem dieir first world the 1989 Fall Classic. Sit back,
championship in ages?
relax and enjoy; it's die best sportEveryone knows what happened, ing event of the year.

Tenn.

Miami

Clev. Miami
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The Best Ice Cream in the World Just Got Better!
Swensen's introduces new all-natural ice cream in 29 TEMPTING flavors:
Honey roasted Maple Walnut
Frosted Chocolate Malt
New York Cherry Cheesecake
Mocha Truffle Chip
Chocolate Macadamia Crunch
Cookies 'n Cookies 'n Cream
Chewy Gooey Candy Bar
Heath Bar Crunch
White Russian
Wild Mountain Balckberry
Strawberries Bananas and Cream
Sticky Chewy Chocolate
Butter Pecan
Chocolate Peanut Butter Cup
Lemon Custard

Cookies and Cream
Mocha Almond Fudge
Chocolate Chip
Praline Pecan
Rocky Road
Turkish Coffee
Bubble Gum
Orange Sherbert
Thin Mint
Vanilla
Chocolate
Strawberry
Caramel Turtle Fudge
Banana

FREE

FREE

Dessert Sundae
with the purchase
of any sandwich

Dessert Sundae
with the purchase
of any sandwich

Bring this coupon on your
next visit and save!

Bring this coupon on your
next visit and save!
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Club gives opportunity to fans Men's soccer defeats VCU Rams
Jeffrey Simmons
Champion Reporter

The Liberty University Talon
Club is structured to give financial
and community support to the
Flames athletic programsasitstrives
to be competitive in NCAA Division 1.
„ Evolving from a simple luncheon
.format, the Talon Club now has an
I .established constitution, a set of bylaws and board of directors.
J.B. Coincon, executive director
,pf the booster organization, was re, isponsible for restructuring the club
which he thinks is necessary as LU
seeks to establishaprestigious Christian athletic program.
"It (Talon Club) becomes more
I and more important if you're in Division 1," he said. "It's almost nec-

essary to become big time in college
athletics.''
One important aspect of the club is
the money it generates. The funds it
collects are used for projects to benefit individual sports as well as the
entire athletic department.
Funds are provided through pledges
based on a club member's desired
level of support.
The levels of membership range
from $25 to $99 per year (Big Blue
Club) to $1,000 per year (Diamond
Eagle Club). Membership, which is
open to anyone, provides participants
many sports related advantages such
as preferred seating for allhome.regular-season football and basketball
contests, Flamesclothingand reserved
parking passes to home football
games.
Coincon believes that the club also
yields advantages to the city ofLynch-

burg. As a result, he strongly encourages community participation.
"I've talked to almost every civic
group in town," he commented. "I
tell them how a big-time athletic
program would make people want
to visit Lynchburg and would be a
money maker for the city."
The club meets for lunch every
Tuesday of each month. The
coaches of the in-season sports
speak to the group and answer
questions for those in attendance.
Coincon would like to have
everyone interested in Liberty athletics to be apart of these meetings.
"Community, students, alumni,
faculty and administration: you
need die support of all of those or
you can't be a Division 1 team and
maintain it. Without the support of
these five you're subject to being
unsuccessful."

Students pick playoff favorites
fort Olson

(

By MARVIN H A M L E T T
Champion Reporter

Mark Senitz scored two unassisted
first-half goals, and Mike Schultz
added another as LU shut out Virginia
Commonwealth 3-0 Saturday, playing under wet conditions.
Senitz scored the opening goal less
than nine minutes into die half. "The
ball bounced off three players, and
die goal was wide open," Senitz said.
"This is one of my better games, and
I'm coming out of a slump." His
second goal, with just 13 seconds left
in the first half, put LU up 2-0.
It was also one of die better games
for die Flames team because of its
pinpoint passing game that kept die
Rams completely off guard. The
Rams' frustration heightened throughout die game, resulting in several
yellow card fouls.
"We played perhaps our best first
half of die season," Flames coach Bill
Bell said of his 4-2-2 team.
Flames booter Rob Wagner agreed,
"We really worked hard on our pass-

photo by Dmtm English

ing game this week, and it paid off." game, and he's getting stronger," Bell
Schultz added LU's uiird unassisted commented. "George Nimo also had
goal with 18:53 left in die second half. some nice saves." Nimo recorded five
"Brian (Stephens) laid the ball off, saves and Eric Partin, one on the
and I cut back behind for die goal."
combined shutout
Bell was extremely pleased with
Following die game, Flames forhis team, which outshot die Rams 15- wards Ken Perkins and Dave Dapprich witnessed to die other team as a
10.
"Freeman (Turkson) had a great Rams player accepted die Lord.

staff and Mitch "Wild Thing" Wil- dates for this honor are Pat Borders,
liams with 35 saves outof die bullpen. Nelson Liriano and Mookie Wilson
American League
Sandberg has been die leader for this for the Jays, and Ken Phelps, Terry
> On paper, die avid baseball fan would young ball club. Rookie Jerome Steinbach, and Tony Phillips for die
say this series is a no contest, Oakland Walton is fast and has hit almost .300 A's. The A's have die home field
easily. Playoff games are not won on and die sophomore jinx did not fit advantage, and they should go to die
.paper though. The A's are just as Mark Grace as he hit more than .300. World Series for die second year in a
potentas they were a year ago and this
TheCubbies though, will either stay row. Pick: Athletics in six.
year they have an incentive to bring alive or die by die performance of die
second in die nation with a 28.9 yard
When: Oct 7,1989,1:40 p.m.
After last week's emotional 19-14
ihe World Series championship to leaders, Sandberg and Dawson.
National League
kick-off return average.
Where: City Stadium, Lynchburg
victory
over intrastate rival James
rt Oakland after die disappointment of a The Giants are a great team at
Will the 1989 be just anodier infaLiberty's defense, on the other hand, Madison, die Flames must avoid any
year ago.
home, but the Cubbies have the home- mous year in die disappointing his- Coaches: Liberty, Sam Rutigliano
has greatly improved in each of its though ts of a letdown against Eastern
(1st year, 3-0)
. T Dennis Eckersley had an excellent field advantage. The Giants have a tory of the Chicago Cubs or will this
three games giving up 27,14 and 14 Illinois.
. .year in relief and die "Canseco- decent pitching staff and finally have be die year no one ( Harry Carey Eastern Illinois, Bob Spoo
points respectively. The linebacker
(3rd year, 14-13)
Expect a close game that could be
...McGwire Bash Brodiers" are finally a closer in Steve Bedrosian. The included) forgets those lovable Cubs?
tandem of Johnny Woods and Jeff decided in die fourth quarter. The
kindle lineup every day. Also, die A's series is pretty even in all of die posi- There is no doubt die Cubs have all Series: Eastern Illinois leads 3-0
, have one of die finest rotations in tions, but watch Will Clark. He wants die ingredients to be America's team Analysis: "Heartbreaker" is die only Curtis has sparked a talented, but Liberty air show will continue as die
Flames win atightone.
baseball now, with die off season die World Series and I think die 1-2 in die 90's. They have a history of word that could describe die meeting inexperienced defense.
acquisition of Mike Moore.
punch of Clark and Mitchell will pre- losing, and everyone loves an under- between die Flames (3-0) and Eastern
,: The Blue Jays on die other hand, vail. Pick: Giants in seven.
dog. They should also be good for Illinois (4-1) last year. In the game at
f j would not be in die playoffs had it not
years to come. Their farm system is Charleston, 111., Panther quarterback
.been for die MVP numbers produced Tim Sears
loaded with talent But, do die Cubs Eric Arnold found receiver Ralph
.-by Fred McGriff (36 HR's, 90 RBI's
have die right chemistry to beat die Stewart in die end zone with only five
.and .271 avg). The key for die Jays American League
Giants in playoffs? I believe so, even seconds left in regulation to give EIU
though was die late August addition
The 1989 Western champions though it probably go all seven games. a sunning 28-27 victory over Libof Mookie Wilson and Lee Mazzilli. Oakland Athletics may look better
The Giants have die name players erty.
Flames' quarterback Paul Johnson
f In die weekend series witii die Ori- than the J ays on paper, but they looked Will Clark and Kevin Mitchell, but
j oles, McGriff and Wilson, who have better than die Dodgers last year and Chicago has die home field advan- threw an uncharacteristic three intertage. Plus, die Cubs should benefit ceptions in die game while EIU held
! been,cpJdfec^ndy,i3llied|he(Jaysfpr lostfourout of'five'gamesi'^-""
' the come-from-behind win last SaturStill, they have die best pitching from die three-man rotation that will die LU offense to only 249 total yards.
I day. The Jays don't have any out- staff in die League leading die league be used in die playoffs. The Cubs top Tailback Leroy Kinard led all rushers
• standing pitchers; they just seem to widia3.14ERA. The ace of the staff three starters are Greg Maddux, Mike wiui 71 yards on 17 carries.
EIU is led by 16 returning starters
was Dave Stewart who won 20 games Bielicki and Rick Sutcliffe compared
; get die job done.
Though die A's have all die ability for the third straight year. Comeback to die Giants' top three starters Rick from last year's 5-6 team. The ofj to blow out die Jays, I have a feeling player of die year candidate Mike Reuschel, Scott Garrelts and Don fense is led by Arnold who threw for
1325 yards last year in only seven
I the J ay swill win it because they have Moore was 18-11, 2.68 ERA. The Robinson.
j nodiing to lose and e verydiing to gain tiiird man in die rotation is Bob Welch The Cubs have die advantage in games before being sidelined by
j being die heavy underdog. Pick: Blue 17-8, 3.10 ERA while Storm Davis relief with Mitch ("Wild Thing") Wil- arthroscopic knee surgery. His favorwas 19-7 4.24 ERA.
Jays in six.
liams. Williams had 35 saves and ite target is Stewart who caught 37
Although die Jays' staff of Dave 2.70 ERA in regular season play. passes for 645 yards and nine touchStieb, Jimmy Key and John Cerutti Steve Bedrosian did a decent job after downs last year.
National League
Defensively Ail-American tackle
This series looks great. The Cub- are good, it does not quite match up to being traded from Philadelphia , but
bies and die other team from die Bay die A's pitching powerhouse. In re- he may be losing something off his and Gateway Conference defensive
player of die year John Jurkovic (6-3,
area, die Giants, had to fight off a lief, it is the "Eck" vs. Tom Henke. fastball (23 saves 2.94 E.R.A).
275) anchors a defense that surrencouple adversaries for die divisional Dennis Eckersley was 3-0 witii 32
The Cubbies definitely have mocrown, but neither team had problems saves and a 1.50 ERA. While Tom mentum on their side, and both die dered more than 19 points per game
doing so. Both teams are fairly new to Henke was 7-3 witii 17 saves and a players and die fans are hungry for a last year.
All-Gateway cornerback Daryl
this sort of tiling, but each team has 2.07 ERA die Athletics have a slight world championship. The Cubs have
people who have been in post-season advantage with Eckersley.
Holcombe
returns after finishing
not won die World Series since 1908.
play before. The Cubs have Ryne
The hitting is fairly even on both Pick: Cubs in seven
Sandberg, Andre Dawson and Rick sides. The headlines will probably
Sutcliffe and the Giants have Will not come from die big names such as
Clark, Kevin Mitchell and Brett But- George Bell and Jose Canseco as you
ler.
might expect. Instead, they will
CkvuOtn
Cubs fans are hoping this is die year come from an unexpected player who
of destiny. They have afinepitching rises to die occasion. Some candi-
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Eastern Illinois University
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BUY/SELL AVON
JNOYl Free Gifts •Free Products
—

•- Earn up to 50% Commission.

• No out of pocket expenses
• $30.00 worth of free product to qualifying sales people
• Make up to 50% commission
For more information on an Avon Sales Career or to purchase Avon Products, call
Jackie Crawley at 239-7862.

HOME OF THE TIZZIES, STEPPING IN STYLE" HOSIERY LINE
FACTORY DIRECT HOSIERY FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
COMPLETE BO0YWEAR AND SHOE LINES TO OUTFIT THE DANCER

10% OFF Of Aerobic & Dance Attire to Liberty Students!
• Socks • Dancewear • Hosiery
• Aerobic Fashions
• Accessories
• Heavy Hands Exercise Weights
• Runique And Thor-Lo Athletic Socks
• Specially Priced Closeouts On Socks,
Hosiery And Dancewear!

(804) 846-5099
525 Alleghany Ave.
Lynchburg, VA 24501

"TALK-BACK"
Live-by-Satellite Nationwide Radio
Weekday Afternoons

%

Have you ever
wondered
what to do or where
to go on a date?

A provocative, candid, controversial talk show
taking calls from across America.
Bob Larson gives you a new view on
today's issues.

Crist Motel
First Class Economy
2815 Candler's M t n . R d .
Lynchburg, Virginia
24502

WBRG
AM 1050

YOU NEED:
LIBERTY
RATES

"101 DATING IDEAS"
Send $6.00 to:
Lee Moseley
1700 Richmond Ave.
Lynchburg, VA 24502

PHONE:
(804) 237-2986

Free limo service
from airport and to
TRBC and LU.

K*

4-5 p.m. Mon. - Fri.
g J V f

to

INTERNA TIONAL BROADCASTING NETWORK. INC.
P.O. Box 39096 Denver. CO 80236 (303) 980-1211
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Liberty triumphs over JMU
Flames prove they can stand
up to Division I-AA power
By KEVIN M. BLOYE
Sports Editor

Photo by Aaron WIM*

Charles McCray

To those who doubted whether Liberty's defense could
withstand the offensive attack of a legitimate Division 1 - A A
playoff contender, the skepticism is over.
The Flames' defense limited the seasoned JMU passing attack to eight completions and 124 yards, lifting Liberty to a
19-14 victory over the 20th-ranked Dukes on Saturday.
Down 19-7, JMU mounted a serious comeback attack in the
fourth quarter aided by a Flames' turnover. With 2:07 left in
the game, JMU linebacker Antonio Cupit intercepted a Paul
Johnson pass, returning the ball to Liberty's 45-yard line.
Eight plays and one minute later, running back Garrett Washington made a 2-yard touchdown run, cutting the lead to 1914 with 50 seconds left.
After an unsuccessful onside kick. Liberty 'sCharles McCray
ran the ball four straight times for seven yards, surrendering
the ball to the Dukes on die JMU 40 with only 19 seconds
remaining. JMU quarterback Roger Waters (8 for 25 for 124
yards) direw two "Hail Mary" passes into the end zone. The
second attempt was intercepted by Flames' comerbackDonald
Smith to put the game on ice for the undefeated Flames.
"I'm really pleased with the way the defense came together
today," Liberty coach Sam Rutigliano said. "As they play
more and more as a unit, they have gotten better every week.
This was theirfirstreal test."
Junior defensive tackle Frank Fuller led the Flames defense
with 11 tackles and two sacks while linebacker Jeff Curtis had
eleven stops. Sophomore noseguard Weymouth Williams,
thrust into extensive service because of an injury to starter Tim
Smith, finished with nine tackles and one sack, stopping the
Dukes on several crucial plays.
"It's a great feeling to beat James Madison, but we've got
a long ways to go," Williams said. "I give it all to the Lord and
am just grateful that the Lord gave me the ability to play."
After taking a 9-7 lead into half time, the Flames marched 72
yards on only four plays in die first possession of the third
quarter. The drive ended with a 16-yard touchdown pass from
Johnson to receiver Scott Queen, padding die lead to 16-7.
The touchdown was set up by a 25-yard reception bytightend
Eric Green who finished with six catches for 78 yards.
"The beginning of die third quarter was die key series of die
game," Rutigliano said. "We stopped diem on their opening
drive and scored right away. That particular series gave our

guys a lot of confidence in the second half."
At the beginning of die fourth quarter with Liberty on its
own 18-yard line, Johnson threw a short pass up die middle to
fullback Leroy Kinard. Kinard split two JMU defenders and
sprinted down the middle of the field for a 52-yard pick-up.
Five plays later, freshman kicker Jason Harrell nailed a 37yard field goal, giving the Flames a comfortable 19-7 lead.
"My job on that play was to read a particular linebacker and
do the exact opposite of what he did," Kinard said of the long
gain. "That play probably was the one play that turned the
game directly in our favor."
Johnsonfinishedthe day by completing 21 of 31 passes for
306 yards and two touchdown passes. Fullback Charles
McCray led Liberty rushers with 54 yards on 21 carries.
"Paul Johnson performed better today than I ever have remembered him," JMU coach Joe Purzycki said. "We've
played some pretty good football teams this year, and Paul is
the best quarterback we've seen and probably will ever see
this year. At times during the game, I felt like a spectator in
die stands admiring what an exceptional foouball player he
is."
On the game's opening kick-off, Liberty freshman Scott
Thomas caught die ball at die 10-yard line and sprinted 60
yards down dierightsideline to the JMU 30.
"When I caught the ball, I saw a big opening to my left and
just ran through die holes until I was tackled," Thomas said.
"On die kick-offs, not to sound cocky, but I just pray that they
kick die ball to me."
After the return Liberty drove 16 yards on six plays before
Harrell booted a 22-yard field goal to give die Flames die
early 3-0 lead.
On die following possession, the Dukes capped a 16-play,
80-yard drive with a 9-yard scoring pass from Waters to tight
end Walt Frye to give JMU a 7-3 at die end of diefirstquarter.
In the second quarter at the 13:11 mark, Liberty regained
die lead when Johnson completed a 9-yard touchdown pass to
Green, ending a drive that took moretitanseven minutes. The
drive was highlighted by a 23-yard reception by senior wideout Craig White, moving the ball to die Duke's 26-yard line.
"Our football team had a great deal of respect for Liberty
coming into the game," Purzycki said. "I believe our guys
played their hearts out, but Liberty stuck it to us the whole
game. A lot of people around Virginia read about die good
tilings die Liberty football program is doing. We had die
chance to see it today."

Center Keith Hatcher prepares to snap the ball to quarterback Paul Johnson.

Coach Sam Rutigliano
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